Press Release: FinTech Introduces Regulatory Collaboration and Intelligence Platform
for Asset Managers
January 25, 2019 — At DiligenceVault, an NYC-based digital platform for the investment
management industry, we are excited to announce the launch of a regulatory module that
helps asset managers drive efficiency in preparing various fund filings across different
regulators (SEC / CFTC / FCA). It’s another step in our vision to digitize and streamline
priority reporting for asset managers.
Over 5000 users at investment advisors and asset managers across public and private
markets already leverage the DiligenceVault platform to complete investor data requests
digitally, whether standardized by industry organizations such as AIMA, ILPA, and UN PRI, or
tailored by a specific investor. Our platform empowers asset managers to respond effectively
to multiple investors using NLP algorithms while collaborating as a team and reusing
centralized content. Eliminating manually intensive copy and paste tasks, and extensive email
chains, allows managers to eliminate errors and provide a differentiated and responsive
investor service.
Regulators are asking for ever-greater levels of transparency, requiring asset managers to
expend great time and effort to provide the necessary information. This experience is similar
to investor reporting, where processes are highly manual, data being reported is complex and
can include thousands of data points, and requires input from multiple teams and systems
within the firm.
“This new regulatory offering will now provide efficiency for asset managers in engaging with
two key external stakeholders; investor clients and regulators. Asset managers operate in a
demanding work culture, and our offerings help them redesign their work processes to
maximize the productive capacity of their employees,” commented DiligenceVault CTO Nitin
Khosla.

DiligenceVault Regulatory Module for Asset Managers

In addition to helping achieve operational excellence, DiligenceVault adds speed and
performance, as well as a user-friendly interface. The platform constitutes a significant step
forward in helping asset management firms make collaborative decisions and create a
frictionless experience for their employees. To request a demo or pricing, please Sign Up.
About DiligenceVault
DiligenceVault is the first two-sided digital diligence platform for the asset management
industry. The platform’s user base comprises of (1) allocators and asset owners including
leading investment consultants, Fund of Funds, endowments, foundations, bank wealth and
private bank platforms, insurance firms, family offices and private and public pension plan
sponsors who significantly cut their time to data using DiligenceVault; and (2) mutual funds,
hedge funds, and private equity funds who use the platform to collaborate on responding to
investor and regulatory information requests.
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